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$\mathcal{F}(g)$ $:= \int_{M}$ $Scal_{g}dv_{g}$ ( $dv_{g}$ la volume element)
normalize $M$
functional gradient flow :
Gradient flow equation









flow equation modified equation
(Hamilton [1]):
Hamilton’s (normalized) equation
$\frac{\partial g}{\partial t}=-2Ric_{g}+\frac{2}{n}s_{g}g$ .
$S_{9}$
$s_{g}= \frac{\int_{M}Scal_{9}dv_{g}}{\int_{M}dv_{9}}$



















long-time solution” “ flow orbit Einstein point (
Einstein-like point) ”
long-time solution 3
(1) (Hamilton [1]) :
$M$ 3 $g_{0}$
long-time solution $g_{t}$ $g_{t}$ $t$
$T$
(2) (Hamilton [2]) :
$M$ 4 $g_{0}$ curvature operator
long-time solution $g_{t}$ $g_{t}$ \iota
$t$ $T$
(3) (Huisken [3], Margerin [4], Nishikawa [6]) :
$M$
$g_{0}$
( scalar tensor part
Weyl tensor part Iticci-less tensor part ’J\ )




long time Einstein metric
:
Question : $t$ $T$ $g_{t}$
?
:
(Nakauchi [5] ). $M$ $n(\geq 5)$
$g_{t}$ Hamilton $g_{0}$ curvature operator
$T(<\infty)$ 2
( A) $\int_{T}^{T_{-\delta}}\int_{M}||R_{g_{i}}||^{\frac{\mathfrak{n}}{2}+1}dv_{g_{t}}dt<\infty$ $(\exists\delta>0)$ .
$R_{g}$ curvature tensor $0$
( B) $\lim_{tarrow T}Vol_{g_{t}}(M)>0$ .
$Vol_{g}(M)$ $g$ $M$
(i) $M$ $x_{1}$ , $x_{k}$ $S$
(ii) $a_{1}$ , $a_{k}$
2 :
(1) $g_{t}$ $tarrow T$ $M$ – $S$ $g_{T}$
(2) $M$ $||R_{g_{t}}||^{\frac{n}{2}}dv_{g_{t}}$ $tarrow T$ $||R_{9_{T}}||^{\frac{n}{2}}dv_{9_{T}}$




(1) ( A) $(*)$ invariant
(2) ( A) $\underline{n}+1=\frac{n+2}{2}$ (
2 scaling ) 2 “critical exponent”
$\frac{n}{2}$ critical
(3) unnormalized equation $g_{t}t$ $Vol_{g_{t}}(M)$
$\lim_{tarrow T}Vol_{g_{t}}(M)$
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